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Introduction
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the third quarterly
report for 2021. Through engagement with our cluster members, we were able to continue
assisting with the complex challenges created through the COVID-19 pandemic, aid in the
creation of new jobs, facilitate the partnership of multiple cluster members, and other
accomplishments aligned with the SBA RIC objectives. As you review the included information,
please reach out with any questions or requests for additional clarification.

Activities & Events
We are happy to report that during the third quarter we resumed on-site visits, while still working
virtual engagements. We also continue our efforts in improving our processes and procedures.
More information on a few examples follows below.

UAMMI Day with Congressmen Owen
UAMMI gathered leaders from Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing industries, school
board, university faculty, university department heads, and economic development planners to
visit Congressman Burgess Owens’
office for a roundtable discussion to
talk about what the industry does,
who it represents, and how we can
work together to ensure its success in
the years to come. UAMMI
leadership took Congressman Owens
and his team to visit three local
manufacturing facilities. This gave
the team a unique opportunity to
“look under the hood” and see some
of the amazing products Utah
produces, and most importantly, meet
some of the incredible people we
support.
Figure 1: UAMMI team visiting Congressman Owen
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Throughout the meeting, UAMMI cluster members shared information about their companies
and services. Utah’s workforce challenges mirror the country in general and so workforce issues
were a reoccurring part of the discussion. Companies pushed for a better pipeline of talent-ready
workers to fill a wide range of open positions. Academic representatives echoed the need to
develop talent and identified a gap in the public’s understanding of what manufacturing is, what
skills are needed to work in the
industry, and what education tracks
are available. This issue is
especially prevalent in our
youngest populations as the words
“engineer” and “manufacturing”
are not easily understood. To
paraphrase Sandra Hemmert, CTE
Specialist at Granite School
District, “Our younger students see
fireman, police officers, and
doctors and can identify those
careers but they don’t necessarily
see ‘engineers’ in the community.”
Figure 2: Discussions during roundtable.
The group also discussed the available
ARPA funds and pending infrastructure dollars and how the right investments could allow Utah
to build the research centers, talent programs, and product development systems necessary to
take advantage of Utah’s geo- and demographical resources. Utah sits on some of the greatest
stores of raw materials anywhere in the world and is home to a community of the world’s
foremost experts in composites and manufacturing. With additional resources, our community
proved it can perform at levels beyond what is currently provided. This conversation extended to
topics of national security and self-sufficiency. Utah has an exciting opportunity to reshore
manufacturing back in the United States and into our state borders. The meeting representatives
illustrated Utah’s ability to create many of the raw materials needed along with the vast network
of companies capable of processing those materials. As the US deals with decades of lost market
share in manufacturing, Utah companies come together to reverse the trend and build an
infrastructure that allows the country to rely less on foreign partners. If we develop the right
policies, we can help companies reduce lead time, improve economic opportunities, and decrease
national security risks associated with the absence of critical manufacturing systems.
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As the discussion wrapped, one thing was clear: It will take a public-private effort to solve the
issues of our materials and manufacturing communities. As cluster members spoke, many
members from both the academic and industry sides recounted their role in the founding of
UAMMI and why they continue to give their time – even as time becomes more strained with
exasperated economic issues. It was also very clear that Utah built the key alliances needed and
stands as an example to our nation. Our network intends to continue this effort and to work with
our leaders to prioritize programs and services that have a direct impact on the national security
of our country and the economic opportunities available in our communities.

Figure 3: Team discussions during roundtable.

Following the discussion, UAMMI leadership took Congressman Owen to tour and visit with
three members of our cluster. A description of those three companies follows below.
ADVANCED COMPOSITES INC.
One of the best filament winding companies in North America. They specialize in various fields
to include Aerospace, Defense, and Commercial applications. ACI has an ISO 9001:2015 and
AS9100D registered quality management system. It works through careful identification and
measurement of key performance indicators from design stages through manufacturing. With
your ideas and their teams, you can work together to bring about product realization that is
focused, delivered within budget, and exceeds performance expectations. ACI is a custom
manufacturer combining the conveniences of a small company’s versatility with the depth of
experience and expertise of a large company’s resources. Advanced Composites, Inc. believes
that a close customer-supplier relationship is a key to customer satisfaction.
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HEXCEL
As a leading producer of carbon fiber reinforcements and resin systems and the world leader in
honeycomb manufacturing for the commercial aerospace industry, Hexcel is the strength within
hundreds of products offered in multiple markets across the globe.
Hexcel Corporation will build a flagship Center of Excellence for Research & Technology
(R&T) to support next-generation developments in advanced composites technologies in Utah,
adding up to 150 new high-paying jobs in the next
12 years.
ROCK WEST COMPOSITES
A global leader for all things composites. Customercentric, solutions-focused, and one of the first
companies to commodify composites technology,
they offer everything from a wide selection of stock
products to full-service custom composite products
that they engineer, develop, prototype and
manufacture.

Rural Summit with Governor Cox

Figure 3: UAMMI visiting rural businesses.

UAMMI joined Rural businesses and economic development representatives by invitation for a
summit in Price, Utah. This one-day event included presentations by Governor Cox, GoUtah
leadership, University representatives, and Utah business leaders.
Our team had the opportunity to interface with multiple local small businesses and introduce
them to the RIC program. We also spent time with the rural county commissioners, state
representatives, and other political leaders discussing their needs and how UAMMI can aid in
their economic development efforts.
This event presented us with a great opportunity to interface with key players in the community,
gain exposure in our targeted rural communities, and work directly with small businesses.

CrossTalk 2021 Preparation
UAMMI was invited to join Composites World magazine in their annual conference on Carbon
Fiber. This prestigious conference routinely has over 400 attendees (except during Covid) and is
known as a key conference for information about carbon fiber and the industries that depend on
this critical material. In addition to assisting Composites World in their general preparation and
facilities arrangements, UAMMI was invited to conduct the semi-annual CrossTalk conference at
the end of the Carbon Fiber. Discounts were given to the Carbon Fiber conference for UAMMI
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members and exhibitors who were part of the UAMMI cluster. In turn, CrossTalk costs such as
venue expenses and the preceding lunch were covered by Composites World. Since CrossTalk is
free to all attendees, the Carbon Fiber conference benefitted from the speakers solicited by
UAMMI.
The speakers were identified as those who had a connection to carbon fiber products, especially
aerospace. Hence, a list of those who might be willing to speak was assembled from people
known to UAMMI through its knowledge of industry and government. UAMMI felt that a
keynote speaker should have wide recognition and so Angie Tymofichuk was asked. She agreed
to be a speaker and was happy to spend a few days in Utah. Several months after her acceptance,
she notified UAMMI that travel had been restricted in her branch of the Air Force and she would
not be able to travel to Utah. The UAMMI Chief Scientist, a close friend of Ms. Tymofichuk’s,
called her and discussed the possibility of having her speak by Zoom. She readily agreed,
knowing that she had already been advertised as a keynote speaker. Other speakers were found
within the UAMMI cluster or from other contacts of UAMMI. The concept in choosing the
speakers was to find those that had a particular story to impart that would be of technical and
general value. We believe that the speaker list satisfies those requirements and has a broad
appeal within the carbon fiber arena. The work to assemble the speakers took several calls with
each person to discuss topics, timing, other speakers, and general information.

UAMMI BBQ
UAMMI invited our cluster members,
associated partners, family, and friends to
celebrate the season and show our appreciation
for the amazing team that makes it all possible.
Attendees were drawn by the smell of
Goodwood BBQ that permeated from the Great
Room through the halls of the Allied Services
Building located on the Davis Technical
College campus. Sans BBQ,
the agenda for a meeting like
this would normally include
an in-depth examination of
our industry’s biggest
challenges paired with a side
of workforce lamentation. On
this day we met simply to say
thanks to the people who

Figure 4: UAMMI end of summer BBQ.
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provide their wisdom, time, and support to UAMMI and the advanced materials and advanced
manufacturing industries. Aside from the offering of sustenance and camaraderie, UAMMI
snuck a couple of special activities that made this
day especially memorable.
First, UAMMI officially rolled out the new cluster
member onboarding program which includes the
framed UAMMI Cluster Member certificate. It was
moving for the team to put all the frames together
and display them on the tables for members to pick
up. Seeing all the company names together like that
put into perspective just how many people we have
behind this effort. It takes so many hands and minds
to get this type of work done right. Looking at the
table display confirmed we’re on the right path and
doing work Utah can be proud of. For current
UAMMI cluster members who were not in
attendance, the certificate will be delivered.

Figure 5: UAMMI Onboarding Program Certifcate.

Second, we took this opportunity to do something we can never do enough – recognize and thank
our Board Members. The UAMMI Board of Directors includes pioneers from our industry,
engaged community leaders, cluster members, and organization directors that could easily be
working on any number of other things. They chose to give their time and energy to UAMMI
and the growth of the advanced materials and advanced manufacturing industries. Their
influence and work are invaluable and while no thank
you is ever enough, UAMMI wanted to publicly
acknowledge their contributions and provide a tangible
reminder of how much they mean to our team. Each
board member received a custom plaque with their
name and company. We hope they will look at these
and be reminded how valuable they are.

Figure 6: Recognition Awards.

Additionally, UAMMI took the opportunity to
officially launch our private LinkedIn group: UAMMI
Cluster Members. The private group was established to
be a place where we can gather, discuss, and share
important industry information.
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Research Center for Advanced Materials
UAMMI Leadership called together a historic meeting between the Nuclear Weapons Center,
Idaho National Labs (INL), Air Force Research Lab (AFRL), and Weber State University
(WSU), with other key stakeholders to discuss the development of a research center for advanced
materials. With the ongoing development in missiles and other hypersonic systems, there is an
increasing requirement for materials to withstand extreme temperatures and other extreme
conditions.
WSU President Brad Mortensen opened the meeting by presenting the vision for the building
formerly known as USTAR as a catalyst for a new partnership between INL and AFRL to meet
the Nuclear Weapons program’s research requirement and support the Ground-Based Strategic
Deterrent program.
Thomas Lockhart, Director of Engineering, Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center, first explained
that there is a need for a new research center to support the future of the USAF Nuclear Weapons
Center, which is located at Utah’s Hill Air Force Base. He then provided specific programmatic
developments over the next decade that will require new materials and processing methods.
Robert O’Brian, INL, and Garth Wilks, AFRL then jointly presented the vision for collaboration
between INL and AFRL to meet the research need of the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center.
A few key points discussed during the meeting include the following:
•

Carbon/Carbon components have the potential to yield lower costs and processes with
overall shorter lead times. While companies are growing their use of this technology, the
lead time to develop new processes, the capital investment, and the current backlog with
current projects does not allow for OEM development/investment into new processes.

•

Plasma Sintering is a new technology that will provide new products that address
advanced needs. However, it seems that this technology may be ‘over the horizon for
those in the development and engineering phase of products that could benefit from this
technology.

•

There is interest in seeing an Advanced High-Temperature Materials Center developed.
There is interest in confirming new materials and processes before companies spend
considerable time and money developing products that use the new materials and
developing the in-house capability to manufacture the materials once integrated into a
product.

•

The development of the Center converged on two technologies and across two investment
areas.
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o

o

Technologies:


Advance high-temperature materials utilizing Carbon/Carbon Technology



Plasma Sintering

Investments:


Capital Equipment/Infrastructure Investment



Ongoing R&D funding needed for programming

Moving the project forward, a few key steps need to take place:
•

Identify a reference component, that when matured will address the initial technologies to
be developed in the Center. This component should provide a shape profile and material
requirements that once confirmed will provide confidence in the materials and processes
developed. Once the component is identified, the development map associated with
maturing the component will be created. This map will then drive the
capital/infrastructure needs (buildings, equipment, talent), as well as the programming
funding required and source of funding.

•

The identification of a component that requires plasma sintering will also drive a
foundation in carbon/carbon processes. It seems that the component would require the
development of new carbon/carbon tooling and processes to address a more complex
shape. This component would also grow the demonstrated capability of the SPS process
at INL. The ideal component would utilize the larger SPS machine at INL, and utilize
materials and processes currently demonstrated at INL. The component identified should
also be of interest to NGC or another tier one OEM, as well as to generate programming
funding from AFRL and/or AFNWC.

•

Obtain between $10M and $50M in funding. These funds could potentially come from
the state of Utah or the department of defense. We could also take an approach of
combining efforts. 20-25% of the capital investment would potentially be spent annually
at the new center. Therefore, a $10M investment in the capital would drive $2M - $3M in
annual R&D development for the first five years. Given the nature of the programming
costs, the specific next step is for Garth and Robert to discuss who they may approach to
obtain the ongoing programming funding. Then, with a representative from the funding
source and a tier-one OEM, define the component to be developed.

Noting the timing for state funding, as well as other EDA funding opportunities, the timing of
these conversations is rather urgent. The component, development map, program funding source,
and plan, and the infrastructure plan will need to be completed rapidly.
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Next steps:
•

Refine the list of specific research programs.

•

Add details to equipment requirements.

•

Establish the budget for establishing INL/AFRL presence in the building formerly known
as USTAR.

•

Develop a funding strategy.

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as set up and designed
program startup. We listed Information on those tools below.

RAMP
RAMP Continues to Assist Escapod as the Release Version 2
Our RAMP mentors continued to provide the Escapod team, based in Coalville, with advice and
direction on how best to launch their new product. Escapod was a member of our 2020 cohort
and was also included in our RAMP Alumni program through the early months of 2021. Our
mentors recently provided guidance and input on designing a strong financial plan incorporating
a refined strategy to guide the transition from version 1.0 to version 2.0. The RAMP team also
helped prepare Escapod for their national product release at the Outdoor Products trade show
held a month ago in Deer Valley. The show was a great success for Escapod and they secured
some 50 advance orders for version 2.0. Just to note, the price for the Escapod version 2.0 trailer
is around $35,000 so deposits on the advance orders are significant to the company.
Pre-Selection of RAMP 2021 Cohort Members
We continue reaching out to several targeted referrals with an exclusive invitation for them to
join our 2021 RAMP cohort. These referrals come from the work that our DMC team does as we
make onsite visits with members of the manufacturing community. Additionally, RAMP mentors
recommend specific strong candidates for consideration as well. We are in the process of
meeting with these prospects and evaluating their fit for RAMP. As of today, we have six strong
prospects including both rural and women-owned businesses. We are pleased that through this
referral effort and exclusive invitation, we are matching our RAMP resources with the very best
businesses.
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Kick-Off and Scheduling
We plan on kicking off RAMP in October. We originally planned for a September kick-off, but
the resurgence of Covid and its effects on access to the Davis Technical College (DTC) facilities
caused us to re-evaluate. The DTC has recently adopted rules that prohibit groups over 20 to
meet in the facilities. So, we will need to go back to virtual meetings and probably not use their
prototyping assistance as much. We feel that running the program from October through
November and then holding Graduation Day in early January will work great.
Strategic Partners
We also worked with our past strategic partners and received their commitment to continue to
partner with RAMP 2021. This includes Moutain West Small Business Finance, who provide
their great expertise in SBA lending- (They helped get Escapod a $250k SBA loan in the last
cohort); Durham Jones and Pinegar, our legal team that advises on general legal and patent
issues; and Merit 3d- our 3D specialists based in Price, Utah and headed by Spencer Loveless.
Spencer has agreed to provide rapid prototyping services to the RAMP cohort members.
Additionally, we obtained the commitment from three new partners, Boom Startup, the Utah
World Trade Center, and Financial Intelligence. Boom SU is a venture-backed startup
accelerator based in Salt Lake City but serving the global market. We worked extensively with
them in the past and know them well. They agreed to help mentor our cohort on developing
successful funding strategies. All RAMP cohort members will be eligible for early-stage funding
from Boom.
The Utah World Trade Center will also join us as a partner. We had several discussions with
their leadership, principally David Carlebach and Aaron Starks, and they are pleased to join us.
We will list them as one of the RAMP partners. They will bring their expertise in international
trade and help mentor and instruct the RAMP teams. In addition, they will work closely with any
RAMP teams who are interested in the STEP grants for international expansion.
Financial Intelligence is headed by Joe Knight, who is a world-recognized expert and author in
the field of financial management. He advises businesses across the world in open book financial
management and his book is listed as one of the best 100 business books. We have known Joe
for a long time and he has agreed to provide his advice and financial management tools at no cost
to the RAMP cohort members. This will help them greatly.
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Continued Commitment from our Master Mentor Team
We also confirmed the continued commitment from our six master mentors to be a part of our
2021 RAMP Cohort, Brian being added to this list. The team and their expertise provide great
value to the RAMP cohort members.

CONNEX - Utah

Figure 7: CONNEX logo

CONNEX was launched by UAMMI in 2019 and is further populated continuously. This custom
database tracks the complex Utah composites supply chain and identifies specific gaps and areas
of opportunity for new business and new business services within the cluster. CONNEX serves
as a virtual collaboration center where business needs are matched with new Utah business
partners, regardless of geographic location. In a world of diverse and geographically dispersed
supply chains, a virtual tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is even more
significant considering the rural focus of the regional innovative cluster.
CONNEX Cluster Member Outreach
During the second quarter, UAMMI added 6 new organizations to the CONNEX platform. 15
new users were brought onto the CONNEX platform during the second quarter. This is a great
indicator of organizations expanding their use of the platform. As CONNEX continues to evolve
and group in its capabilities, the demand for user access grows as well. This is an incredible tool
for our cluster members and key in their networking and supply chain engagement.
CONNEX Upgrades
There were no official CONNEX releases in Q3. Our team is currently focused on the
development and release of the CONNEX Marketplace in Q4. We look forward to reporting on
this release as it represents a significant milestone for the CONNEX team.

Outreach and Marketing
Q3 2021 is the second quarter UAMMI operated all marketing efforts in-house. The team
continues to focus on activities that directly impact the network building, events, and revenue
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metrics associated with the SBA RIC contract. This section goes into detail about the marketing
efforts and associated response to those activities which positively impacted the advanced
materials and advanced manufacturing cohort, policymakers overseeing programs associated
with the cohort, and community partners who have worked with UAMMI to enhance the
industry over the last three months.
UAMMI participated in the following SBA-RIC outreach efforts during the quarter.

Emails:
UAMMI successfully executed its goal email cadence while remaining dedicated to a focused
narrative on engaging, action-oriented articles. Each newsletter and mid-month newsletter was
sent on time and delivered to a group of 1,500 contacts. Through the efforts of the marketing and
business development teams, the UAMMI list continues to grow each month.
All corporate communication emails are sent to the full list of UAMMI cohort contacts which
has grown by over 200 contacts to 1,600+ total contacts.
Monthly Newsletter
July Newsletter
•

The July newsletter announced the kickoff of a new program for UAMMI, the Supplier
Diversity Certification (SDC) Mentorship Program which launched with four womenowned enterprise businesses. Supplier diversity certifications make brands eligible for
government and corporate contracts and will improve the economic opportunities for
these small businesses. UAMMI, successfully launched the program in partnership with
Utah-MEP, to offer a 10-week mentoring program to assist manufacturing companies in
the process of obtaining relevant applications for their company’s.

•

UAMMI announced the purchase of additive manufacturing pens, 3-D printed pens from
UAMMI cohort member Merit 3D, which added $1,750 in revenue for the cohort
member and allowed UAMMI to promote both brands at trade shows and other events.
This partnership is significant because it is a partnership of local Utah brands, brings
revenue for our cohort members, and brings special attention to Merit 3D’s promo pen
which is the first promo pen made locally in the United States in over 20+ years.

•

UAMMI announced the very important news that UAMMI Board member Jerome Berg,
Technology and Development Manager, Northrop Grumman | Aeronautic Systems has
been selected as the next President over the Society for the Advancement of Material and
Process Engineering (SAMPE) North America. This is big news for UAMMI and the
State as it shows the growth of a national leadership team from Utah-based executives.
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•

The newsletter also announced growth to the UAMMI staff as the team continues to visit
across the state requiring more assistance in account management and additional
resources to complete tasks. UAMMI brought on a new summer intern and posted the
Chief Scientist role.

August Newsletter
•

$3 Billion announced in EDA ARPA funds. Under the America Rescue Plan Act
(ARPA), the U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA) has received $3 billion
in funding for new and existing programs. There are 6 programs now open for proposals.

•

UAMMI Deputy Director, Chanel Flores, was published in the Utah Manufacturer
Association’s magazine in an article that addresses "the looming concern being felt
across every industry and every state: the need for employees on a large scale!".

•

Call for application to UAMMI’s Supplier Diversity Certification (SDC) Mentorship
Program.

•

Events promoted for registration to UAMMI’s broad network.
•

AUVSI XPONENTIAL 2021

•

IACMI FALL 2021

•

CAMX Convention 2021

•

CompositesWorld/Cross-Talk

September Newsletter
•

The September newsletter offered a recap of the UAMMI BBQ event and STTR grant
successes.

•

UAMMI supported 3 different Phase I STTR’s with AFWERX Agility Prime over the
past several months. All three completed their Phase I efforts. ElectraFly partnered with
Weber State University, Hexcel, and UAMMI on two STTR Phase I grants related to
composites manufacturing processes, using the Impossible Objects Composite Based
Additive Manufacturing (CBAM) and carbon fiber resin infusion. ElectraFly signed
MOUs with the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center (AFWNC) and the Air Force
Advanced Composites Office as customers.

•

Events promoted:
•

CAMX Convention 2021

•

CompositesWorld/Cross-Talk
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•

UTAH MANUFACTURING SUMMIT 2021

Mid-Month Email Blast
July Mid-Month Newsletter:
Focused on SBA RIC Q2 report release which we share with our community to follow the effort
of UAMMI and our partners.
•

SBA RIC Q2 Report was summarized and sent to our contacts in the media, legislature,
other non-profit and community partners, and cohort members. The report is useful to
send because our members see the success other members and partners are having which
increases inbound solicitations and additional requests/participation in UAMMI
programs.

•

New board members announced: UAMMI transitioned some board members as they
retired or otherwise vacated their position. Their seats were filled with two highly
recognized figures Spencer Loveless, CEO Dustless Tech/Merit3D, and Raymond
Halbert, Engineering Senior Leader/Chief Engineer at Boeing Salt Lake representing
similar but different parts of Utah’s advanced materials and advanced manufacturing
network.

•

UAMMI continued to promote the new SDC Mentorship Program as we worked to
generate applications for the first cohort. The email proved an effective lead generation
tactic and was successful in generating new inquiries for the program.

•

Announcement of special award recognition given to Utah community members.
UAMMI Chief Scientist, Brent Strong, and UAMMI board members Jerome Berg and
George Hansen will receive Lifetime Achievement Awards at CAMX on October 19-21.
Additional UAMMI partners including Davis Technical College and cohort members
from Northrop Grumman will be awarded similar community achievement awards.

•

UAMMI announced and solicited registration for several events including:
•

Utah Defense Manufacturing Community (UDMC) meeting

•

AUVSI XPonential Conference

•

SAMPE Additive Manufacturing Workshop

August Mid-Month Newsletter
•

Promotion of UAMMI DAY with Congressman Burgess Owens. UAMMI gathered
leaders from Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing industries, school board,
university faculty, and department heads, and economic development planners to visit
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Congressman Burgess Owens’ office for a roundtable discussion to talk about what the
industry does, who it represents, and how we can work together to ensure its success in
the years to come.
•

UAMMI launched the Private LinkedIn Group for Cluster Members. UAMMI has
launched the private LinkedIn Group: UAMMI Cluster Members to bring our network
closer together, encourage greater collaboration between members, and help solve issues
through mindshare. UAMMI will post resources and program information to benefit your
company and you as a professional.

•

Events promoted:
•

2021 STEM Challenge – Call for applications

•

Utah’s Commissioner of Apprenticeship Programs announced – call for
participation

•

UAMMI BBQ – Call for registration

September Mid-Month Newsletter
•

UAMMI’s September mid-month newsletter focused on the SDC Mentorship Cohort that
had launched. UAMMI featured the 4 companies currently running through the program
to help those brands connect with new suppliers and vendors with who they could partner
for more business opportunities.

•

UAMMI shared information about our partner, My Tech High, as they spoke on The
Good User Experience Podcast titled, “Ed Tech For The Modern Age.” Promoting this
kind of material helps UAMMI members learn about new programs while supporting the
community members UAMMI works with.

•

Announcement for a trade partner, World Trade Center, whose Utah office received $1M
to help local businesses go global.
•

•

Featured Event Promotion:
•

•

UAMMI promoted the use of WTC-Utah STEM grants to help offset fees
associated with joining UAMMI in Dallas at the CAMX show.

AMCON – UTAH: UAMMI partnered with AMCON – UTAH as co-sponsors
working to promote the AMCON event to UAMMI’s network. This partnership
proved to be very valuable for both groups. The promotion was included via
social media, email, and direct promotion.

Events promoted:
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•

Utah Manufacturing Summit 2021 – call for registration

•

IACMI’S FALL 2021 MEMBERS MEETING – call for attendance

Other Notable Email Communications
CAMX Invitation (Emails 1 & 2)
•

UAMMI sent a special edition CAMX invitation to all cohort members. This email is
significant because it offers additional exposure to the event to our members as well as
opportunities to participate in the show at a reduced cost due to UAMMI’s sponsorship
and involvement with CAMX.

•

Multiple brands were offered free tickets to walk the show and 3 brands committed to
being Floor Sponsors at $750/sponsorship to receive exposure and promotion during the
event October 19-21.

•

Multiple community partners confirmed sponsorships with UAMMI at $1,500/exhibitor
sponsorship. Members who will join UAMMI include the Governor’s Office of
Economic Development (GoUtah), Utah-MEP, and Economic Development Center Utah
(EDCUtah).

EDA Funding Opportunities (Emails 1, 2, & 3)
•

UAMMI shared information about the recently opened EDA ARPA funding programs
including Build Back Better, Good Jobs Challenge, EAA, and Travel, Tourism, and
Outdoor Recreation Grants.

•

This information is critical to share with the group to put forth a collaborative application
that will benefit services providers, program directors, and industry members who could
benefit from the economic assistance programs.

•

Responses from these emails assisted with the development of the grant application and
brought new partners to the table to define the application scope of work.

EDA Stem Challenge
•

UAMMI helped distribute information on the recent EDA STEM Grant that is now
available to cohort members. Workforce has become such a permeating issue across all
industries that UAMMI is working with partners to push programs of this nature to
reduce the workforce burden and get companies back to full capacity. Workforce issues
cause production delays and lower than normal delivery stats. Companies who benefit
from the STEM Challenge Grant can add needed resources to offset fees incurred from
enhanced workforce development efforts.
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LinkedIn Private Group Invitation
•

UAMMI launched the private LinkedIn Group: UAMMI Cluster Members Group to
bring our network closer together, encourage greater collaboration between Utah
Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) members, and help solve
issues through mindshare. Additionally, UAMMI will post resources and program
information to benefit your company and you as a professional.

Daily Email
Regular communications were sent from the Executive Director and other UAMMI team
members providing regular industry updates, business opportunities, and events. Circulation to
‘All Contacts’ including over 1,600 contacts, local and national, with each email sent. Strategic
member-based emails were sent to 150+ cluster members for each email sent.
•

A full list of the corporate communication emails can be supplied upon request.

Website
•

Website visits were 2.8k for Q3 2021 which represents a 120% increase from the
previous quarter.

•

UAMMI is preparing to do a site refresh on the umami.org website that will highlight
Utah’s role in the international composite movement through the inventions that made the
industry possible as well as the ongoing research and process innovations. Emphasis on
member networking and resource discovery will be built in call-to-action metrics along
with enhanced news and resource navigation.

•

Updated and maintained page web page providing essential information on COVID-19
business support resources, Executive Director messages, press releases, and articles.

•

Added all events and training applicable to the industry cluster.

•

Added new posts to support events, whitepapers, press releases, and workforce
highlights.

Events
•

Stewart Security Summit – UAMMI Deputy Director and Marketing Director attended
Congressman Stewart’s Security Summit representing Utah’s Defense Manufacturing and
Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Communities. UAMMI met with stakeholders
from Utah and Idaho during the event and continued to push SBA RIC agenda items for
urban/rural security, network creation, and supply chain enhancement to improve national
security.
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•

•

UMA Golf Tournament & Ski Utah Golf Tournaments.
•

UAMMI members participated in two separate golf events to continue promoting
UAMMI programs and work with networks.

•

Tournaments were successful and ended up creating meetings with new cohort
and community members including Doppelmayer, Black Diamond, Talent Ready
Utah, Office of Tourism, and many others.

Commercializing non-fuel uses for Coal Meeting.
•

•

DOE & DOD Collaborative to support USAF Space and Missile programs.
•

•

UAMMI brought together members of the DOE and DOD to discuss new
programs. Once again the host, UAMMI worked with state, industry, and
community members to define the future of new programs being discussed and to
build stronger relationships with Utah’s DOE and DOD communities.

2021 Rural Business Summit
•

•

UAMMI hosted a meeting with industry stakeholders to discuss opportunities for
commercializing coal in uses other than fuel. Over 30 members of the community
including state, industry, and community members gathered to strategize how to
enhance Utah’s coal communities with new job and service opportunities.

Described above

UAMMI BBQ
•

Described above

•

Branding, signage, décor, and more were custom developed by the UAMMI
marketing team for this exceptional event.

Social Media promotion (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook)
As UAMMI’s strategic communication strategy rolls out a strategic shift in social media
execution will begin to take place over the remaining months of 2021. UAMMI has selected to
focus social media efforts on the channel where the largest and most engaged audience exists –
Linked – giving UAMMI the best opportunity to connect and grow the cohort. Other channels
including Facebook, Twitter, and Youtube will continue to be used to engage with our audience
in ways that are aligned with the specific platforms.
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•

•

LinkedIn
•

15+ posts / mo.

•

Continued the kick-off of the UAMMI Cluster Member Private Group to bring the
network closer together, provide a communication avenue to solve problems and
push relevant opportunities, and increase the visibility of UAMMI posts to key
targets.

•

Moved from a brand post to the individual team member post strategy that will
increase overall post reach to the most important connection.

•

Post comments, member posts about UAMMI, and UAMMI social engagement
are all up due to this strategic shift.

Facebook
•

•

Taking advantage of algorithm preferences, UAMMI was able to create rich
media posts that surpassed 200 views for the first time in tracking history.

Overall reach, engagement, and followers have increased across all owned channels.

Other Marketing Efforts
•

Publication: The Employer Labor Crisis by UAMMI Deputy Director Chanel Flores
appearing in MFGUTAH Magazine – a magazine published by Utah Manufacturers
Association.
•

UAMMI's Deputy Director, Chanel Flores, recently published an article in MFG
Utah addressing the effects of the Great Recessions and what programs and
solutions are available to combat the systemic issue facing almost every industry
in every state nationwide. There is hope! There are
policies and programs in place and on the way but we
know it can't come soon enough. Read the full article to
understand the current environment and what you can
do to compete.

•

Distribution of the magazine is sent to multiple email
lists provided by the community partners included Utah
Manufacturers Association (UMA), Utah-MEP,
UAMMI, etc. with over 1000 digital copies distributed
at this time.

Figure 8: MFGUtah Cover
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•

UAMMI rebranding of marketing materials
•

The UAMMI marketing team is working on rebranding all UAMMI documents to
be in line with the new UAMMI brand look and feel. These documents have been
revised to include new UAMMI contact information. Documents are being
designed to be more mobile-friendly. UAMMI will work to be more
environmentally conscious by using digital resources such as QR codes to deliver
the same amount of information without printing as much paper.

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations to target our support
to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI RIC team
continue to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster.
Please note the following summary of metrics identified in our statement of work as reportable.
Table 1
UAMMI SBA RIC Q2 2021 Key Metrics
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster and support
industries
Growth in the number of small business starts in the cluster area
Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster
(grants, contracts, loans, and investments from public and private sources)
Growth in job creation of small businesses
Growth in new products, services, or business lines
Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or
other technical assistance
Growth in the creation of new business, employment, or new business
opportunities in emerging markets
Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services
provided by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events,
matchmaking opportunities, and other convening activities
Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants
in the cluster, as well as the number of new technologies licensed

2
3
1
$313,550.00
4
1
14
2
55
0

Figure 9: UAMMI SBA RIC Q2 2021 Key Metrics

While the following are only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the
UAMMI team, we believe that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team. If
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you would like additional information on the following activities, we are ready and willing to
expand on the info included here.

Individual Engagements
During the third quarter, our team continued their direct onsite engagement with small business
members of our manufacturing community. With Covid cases dropping and the continuing
increase in vaccination numbers, more and more companies are open to in-person visits and
engagement. These efforts are highly valuable for our DMC supply chain. As companies face
challenges, we are a resource available to help them navigate through those events.
During the latest quarter, individual cluster member engagement includes a combination of
introductory, discovery, problem-solving, consulting, and training. The following represent a few
examples of those meetings.
1. UAMMI revisited Rooftop Anchor Systems about a month after the initial visit when the
UAMMI program of assistance to small manufacturers was explained and the nature of the
Rooftop business was explained and a plant tour was given. The second visit was prompted
by a request from an engineer at the plant. Several products were discussed, each of them
having one or more problems. The UAMMI recommendations include the following:
Monorail Wheel—Wheels (made of recycled plastic) are being worn out too quickly
• The best material to use is Polyurethane (the same material as the skateboard wheel).
• The second-best material is Nylon.
• Contact – Travis Sessions.
Warning Line Top Cap—Material is decaying in the weather
• Do not use Polycarbonate!
• Polyethylene is not the best but is not the worst. Add 2%-3% black carbon, add 1%
antioxidant.
• HDPE might be the best polyethylene.
• Can use 3D printed PET top caps. Bake in the oven to strengthen.
Anchor Fit—Plastic is not holding its shape properly
• PET is okay, Nylon is stiffer but will cost a little bit more.
• Add fiberglass to nylon to make stiffer 5%-10%.
• Do not have sharp inside edges on injection molded part. Adding fillet will help the
part be straight.
Powder Coating—Needs more durable coating/paint
• The current polymer is too brittle. Go less brittle.
• Add black carbon and antioxidants to extend weathering.
Adhesives—Not holding the materials properly.
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• Use a thick adhesive.
• Contact – Steven Hansen 801 368 4070 (Loctite) or contact 3M as suppliers.
Flush Mount Anchor—Part not strong enough
• Carbon fiber is too brittle.
• Cast aluminum as an option.
• Contact – John Gomes (Bonneville Machining – metal forming).
• Contact – Tyler Margetts 801 935 7045 (LR Dynamics).
Bending Aluminum Extrusions—Seeking machine shop that can do the bending
• Contact John Gomez of Thriller Machine.
• Try extruding with other alloys that are easier to bend.
Rooftop Anchor sent the following message to UAMMI after working with them for about a
month.
“We are currently working with Devin from Weber State [at the suggestion of UAMMI] to
provide us with 3rd party testing on one of our products. This is an immense help and will
likely save us tens of thousands of dollars against the usual testing process. One other benefit
that will come from this contact is the opportunity to have engineering students learn more
about our company and possibly come on as interns or full-time employees. We also had a
recent win with a post that you [UAMMI] placed online. We have been looking for a way to
create a small plastic part for one of our systems. We are currently having this piece injection
molded out of China but are having various difficulties with this process. Your post about
Spencer Loveless and his 3D printing capabilities prompted one of our engineers to contact
him to help manufacture this part. We received the samples and they have far exceeded our
expectations. I will keep you posted on the progress with this development. Once again,
thank you for your efforts with us and other Utah manufacturers.”
2. MIRO makes support structures for pipes, conduits, and other structures that go on the roofs
of buildings. The company had problems with the plastic in these structures degrading in the
weather. They asked for assistance in selecting alternate materials. Recently they found
another problem and they asked UAMMI to help. The problem is the incompatibility of the
material being used and the PVC film used as an underlayment and water barrier on the roof.
UAMMI recommended a material that is compatible with the PVC but the MIRO purchasing
agent is not confident that the supplier of the plastic is sending the correct (recommended)
material. Therefore, MIRO asked UAMMI to recommend a lab where the nature of the
supplied material can be checked. Because of the relationship between UAMMI and Weber
State University, we asked Weber State if they had an FTIR spectrometer and a professor that
would be willing to do the analysis. Weber State answered in the affirmative and the
connection was made to MIRO.
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3. The UAMMI team met with Denny and Tami Palmer, owners of Palmer’s Plastics. The
Palmers are a husband-and-wife inventor team that developed several products over the
years. They do this from their home and subcontract out all the manufacturing. One product,
a plastic disc that is used to assist plumbers in checking on the integrity of their venting
systems, has sold very well. The Palmers have made several hundred thousand dollars from
this product. They have used much of that money fighting patent rights and they were told
that their device for helping plumbers is the most copied product of the year in 2004. The
lawsuit on one of their products will begin in August. When that suit is concluded, they will
launch several new products. One product is a bike rack that mounts on a trailer hitch on the
car. It is highly innovative and should be successful. They asked for some assistance from
UAMMI in finding a company that would make a rubber bumper that will be put onto the
frame of the bike rack. They also asked for recommendations on places where the bike rack
could be made (welded, etc.). Rubber Engineering and Thriller Machining were
recommended. The Palmers also showed us a prototype of a product that would need to be
injection molded. X-treme Machining was recommended as a place to get the mold made.
We were shown prototypes of a bag with pockets that could be used to hold TV remotes and
other devices and would stand next to a chair or could be located in a bed. We suggested
Crockett Gear as a place where the product could be sewn. They are also looking for a source
of rubber-coated rip-stop nylon (cordura) and UAMMI is investigating where that can be
obtained. The Palmers were happy to be members of the UAMMI cluster and showed strong
interest in the insurance program.
4. Day Maker Touring is a small rural company in Utah that makes an attachment for skis to
convert from a downhill ski to a touring ski. The product is currently made in China but this
company would like to onshore the production of a new model. The company founders
reached out to the World Trade Center of Utah for assistance and the WTC Utah contacted
UAMMI. In our joint telephone call, the new design was demonstrated and UAMMI was
able to suggest several companies that could help refine the design of the new product and
manufacturing the components. Referrals were made to the Outdoor Recreation Lab at Utah
State University (design), X-treme Machine (moldmaker), Thriller Machine (metal
machining), and Merit 3D (prototyping and 3D printing). UAMMI has also taken data about
the company’s experience and costs in manufacturing in China and will use that data for a
report on reshoring costs.
5. EDA Grants are a great opportunity for several of our cluster members but, in general, they
do not have the resources to organize the teams, write the proposals, and supervise the
contracts. Also, the EDA requires that the proposing entity be either a non-profit or a
governmental agency. Therefore, UAMMI has taken the lead in helping various companies
submit proposals to the EDA. Some specific examples are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Apex Containers
X-treme Machine
Combustion Resources
Merit 3D
Thriller Machine
Utah Outdoor Association

6. Interview podcast for Composites World. The editor of Composites World magazine, Jeff
Sloan, called Dr. Brent Strong, CTO of UAMMI, and asked if Dr. Strong would agree to a
webcast interview. The interview was held in early August with an expected broadcast later
in the month. Mr. Sloan heard that Dr. Strong was to receive a distinguished service award
from SAMPE, the professional society for advanced materials engineers, and wanted to give
the public a deeper insight into Dr. Strong’s career, especially how he became interested in
composites, and how he became active in SAMPE. UAMMI anticipates that this webcast will
further UAMMI’s ability to bring new companies into the cluster and to generally raise the
awareness of UAMMI and the state of Utah as centers for composite companies to locate.
7. Coal-to-Carbon Fiber, CORE-CM, and Coal Refinery are programs involving coal that
UAMMI is involved in as a means to advance the technologies and to create economic
benefits and jobs in the rural, coal-producing counties of Utah and to potentially develop
products for defense and commercial uses from coal. Congressman Owens is interested in
these types of projects and asked UAMMI to convene a meeting of the stakeholders to
review the status and objectives of these projects. That meeting was held at the University of
Utah with representatives from the University, county commissioners from the coal counties,
state representatives from the coal counties, coal mining companies, state energy office,
federal officials, potential investors, and UAMMI. The project leaders each reported on their
project and then fielded general questions. The feeling of the meeting was one of optimistic
collaboration. The ability to assemble the stakeholders illustrates UAMMI’s ability to use its
contacts and reputation to be a coordinator of advanced materials and manufacturing.
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8. Richard Despain is an inventor that UAMMI has assisted in
product design, sourcing of molds, and finding an injection
molder. Mr. Despain has now received the first batch of
finished products and he expressed his delight in the result. He
was so happy that he brought some of the product to Brent
Strong’s house to show him what has been made. (See photo).
The product is a device to secure the cloth to an anchor. The
molder is X-treme, a UAMMI cluster company that UAMMI
to investigate their willingness and capability to make a mold
for Despain and to mold his product. After some discussion, Xtreme agreed to create the mold at a fair and very competitive
price ($7500) and to do the molding, also at a fair price ($.75
per part). After approving the initial run, made using two
Figure 10: Inventor Richard Despain
different materials, Despain approved the mold and gave an
initial order for 500 parts. Those have now been made and
Despain, again, brought a sample to UAMMI to show how well they have been molded.
Expectations for selling the product, initially on Amazon, are very high. A competitive but
inferior product sold 12,000 in one month on Amazon.
9. ATCS is a company that UAMMI helped start and for
whom UAMMI identified a local manufacturer—
Kihomac. Both companies are part of the UAMMI
cluster. The product is a rapidly deployable shield that is
made with nylon cloth, cut appropriately for handle strap
attachments, and covering plates of high-performance
plastic that are effective for stopping bullets.
A problem arose in the manufacturing of the product and
UAMMI was asked to assist in solving the problem. To
keep the bullet-proof plates from sliding, they are
adhesively bonded to an underside sheet of nylon, and
then that under the sheet is attached to the upper sheet that
is viewed in the photos. However, the adhesive is not
bonding well to the nylon. Examination of the nylon by

Figure 11: Deployable Shield
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UAMMI showed that the under-sheet nylon has a
coating that is not compatible with the adhesive
being used. Therefore, UAMMI investigated the
chemical composition of the coating. The
UAMMI Chief Scientist went to Merit Medical,
another cluster member, who graciously agreed
to help with the investigation by using Merit’s
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer.
Several spectra were run on both sides of the
nylon and some comparisons were made with the
extensive database in the machine to identify the
Figure 12: Merit Medical Spectrometer
coating. The nature of the cloth was also
confirmed to be a standard grade of nylon. The spectrum for nylon was subtracted from the
overall spectrum to reveal just the spectrum of the coating and that led to its identification as
diethylene glycol adipate. Those spectra are presented in figure 12.
With this information, alternate adhesives and methods for sealing were suggested by
UAMMI’s Chief Scientist. Kihomac has undertaken to try these suggested sealing methods
and, hopefully, production will resume.
After reporting the results of the FTIR study, Bill Benz, CEO of ATCS, sent an email in
which he said, “Thanks again for all your great help with ATCS. We would be lost without
you, and I am so grateful that you are on our team. Based upon your findings, I suggest that
we move forward along two tracks:
1. Let’s find a non-toxic polar adhesive that will bond to the coated nylon as our backup
plan.
2. However, as you suggested, let’s pursue the ideas that you described to us during our
meeting, and work out a plan to accomplish that.”
Because of the close relationship developed between ATCS and Kihomac, an investment
agreement between these parties has been finalized. Kihomac agreed to invest $100,000 in
ATCS.
10. The UAMMI team visited a new cluster associated industry member, Black Diamond, a
manufacturer of outdoor sports equipment. After the Black Diamond team discussed their
company and its products, UAMMI explained the nature of its services and described the
benefits of being an associated cluster member. A tour of the Black Diamond manufacturing
plant was then undertaken. During the tour, the Black Diamond people noted a substantial
problem with one of their products. That product was “skins”, a thin carpet-like product with
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a stiff backing that has strong directionality to the fibers in the pile so that when bonded to
the underside of skis the direction of the fibers is opposite the forward direction of the skis.
This configuration prevents backward sliding when the skier wants to move uphill during
cross-country skiing. The problem is that the adhesive bonding the skins to the skis is not
working properly. Again, the UAMMI Chief Scientist volunteered to investigate the nature of
the coating on the back of the skin and then to recommend an adhesive. When at Merit
Medical working on the Kihomac problem, the spectra for the skin were also obtained. In this
case, the spectrum was straightforward and was compared to the database. A match with
Elasthane 55D was seen with over 81% probability. This information was given to Black
Diamond so that an appropriate adhesive could be chosen.
A subsequent meeting with Black Diamond was held. Black Diamond assembled their
technical and purchasing team (six people) and met with two people from UAMMI. After a
deeper description of the technical problem, the group began to brainstorm about ways to
solve the problem. The UAMMI team made five or six suggestions, some of which had
already been tried. The other suggestions were met with strong interest and the Black
Diamond team resolved to try them. The chemical nature of the adhesive and the substrates
were discussed so that the Black Diamond team would more deeply understand the nature of
bonding and the problems that they were having. After the experiments are tried, Black
Diamond anticipates beginning production again. They have already identified additional
problems and said that they will contact UAMMI again to discuss them.
11. As reported previously, we helped cluster member Conductive Composites identify a grant
opportunity with the state. George Hansen thanked UAMMI for providing information on the
Go Utah program for rural projects, the Rural Economic Development Tax Increment
Financing (REDTIF). Conductive Composites received $200,000 from Go Utah to go
towards the development of nickel foam product in Cleveland, Utah.

Summary
The above information is not all-inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during
the second quarter of 2021. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution
activities, the excellent event preparation, growth, use of our strategic tools, and the individual
company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides
as we support the SBA in the Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership.
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